Abstract. The aim of this paper is to investigate in which sense, for n ě 3, n-Lie algebras admit universal enveloping algebras. There have been some attempts at a construction (see [10] and [5] ) but after analysing those we come to the conclusion that they cannot be valid in general. We give counterexamples and sufficient conditions.
Introduction
The algebraic concept of an n-Lie algebra (also called a Filippov algebra or a Nambu algebra) is a natural generalisation of Lie algebras. Alternative generalisations of Lie algebras to n-ary brackets exist, such as Lie triple systems [15] , but we shall not study those in the present paper. By definition, an n-Lie algebra is a K-module with a skew-symmetric n-ary operation which is also a derivation. In recent years these have shown their relevance in some areas of physics such as Nambu mechanics [17] or string and membrane theory [2, 3] .
In this article we investigate how to extend the concept of universal enveloping algebra, an important basic tool in theory of ordinary (= 2-) Lie algebras, to n-Lie algebras where n ě 3.
Given a Lie algebra L, its universal enveloping algebra UpLq has three distinguishing characteristics:
(U1) equivalent representations: the category of Lie modules over L is equivalent to the category of "standard" modules over UpLq; (U2) universality: the functor U : Lie K Ñ Alg K has a right adjoint p´q Lie : Alg K Ñ Lie K which endows an associative algebra with a Lie algebra structure via the bracket ra, bs " ab´ba; (U3) enveloping algebras are enveloping: if L is free as K-module (for instance, whenever K is a field), then the L-component η L : L Ñ UpLq of the unit η of the adjunction considered in (U2) is a monomorphism [14] .
In the literature, already some attempts at introducing universal enveloping algebras for n-Lie algebras have been made [5, 10] . However, in the beginning of Section 3 we give an example showing that those cannot be fully valid. The problem with these approaches is that they depend on the existence of a functor from n-Lie K to Lie K , analogous to the Daletskii-Takhtajan functor for Leibniz algebras [9] . The construction proposed in [5] , though, produces an object is not always a Lie algebra. That is to say, the "functor" in question does not land in the right category. In Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.6 we give some conditions which establish when the construction of [5] is, or isn't, a Lie algebra. Luckily, this imprecise definition is not an obstruction to further results in the papers [5, 10] , since those focus on simple n-Lie algebras over the complex numbers, and in Remark 3.11 we explain that for those n-Lie algebras the construction proposed in [5, 10] does indeed work. Nevertheless, the general definition of universal enveloping algebra proposed there is not correct.
One problem we face when extending the concept of universal enveloping algebra to the category of n-Lie algebras is the lack of a natural generalisation of the functor p´q Lie , so that U cannot be defined via (U2). Therefore, using a standard categorical technique, in Section 4 we define a functor U : n-Lie K Ñ Alg K such that (U1) holds: the category of modules over an n-Lie algebra L is equivalent to the category of UpLq-modules. It happens that this functor does not have a right adjoint. In fact, we prove that any functor satisfying (U1) cannot have a right adjoint of the kind needed for (U2), so that the requirements (U1) and (U2) are shown to be mutually incompatible. And without condition (U2), the third requirement (U3), which asks that components of the unit of the adjunction from (U2) are monomorphisms, loses its sense. We thus end up with a functor U : n-Lie K Ñ Alg K satisfying just (U1), which we call the associated algebra functor.
In the final Section 5 we extend Lie algebra (co)homology to a (co)homology theory based on this associated algebra functor and we prove it to be different from the cohomology theories introduced in [20] , [9] and [1] .
Preliminaries on n-Lie algebras
Let K be a commutative unital ring and n a natural number, n ě 2. The following definitions first appeared in [11, 7] .
2.1. n-Leibniz and n-Lie algebras. An n-Leibniz algebra L is a K-module equipped with an n-linear operation L n Ñ L, so a linear map r´, . . . ,´s : L bn Ñ L, satisfying the identity
for all x i , y i P L. A homomorphism of n-Leibniz algebras is a K-module homomorphism preserving this bracket; this defines the category n-Leib K .
An n-Lie algebra L is an n-Leibniz algebra of which the bracket r´, . . . ,´s factors through the exterior product to a morphism
We thus obtain the full subcategory n-Lie K of n-Leib K determined by the n-Lie algebras.
The latter condition means that the bracket r´, . . . ,´s is not just n-linear, but also alternating: it vanishes on any n-tuple with a pair of equal coordinates. In other words, rx 1 , . . . , x n s " 0 as soon as there exist 1 ď i ă j ď n for which x i " x j .
When n " 2, identity (‹) yields the Leibniz identity. In this case, being alternating is equivalent to skew-symmetry, which gives the Jacobi identity. Thus the above definition describes Leibniz and Lie algebras, respectively.
The K-module of all derivations of a given n-Lie algebra L is denoted by DerpLq and forms a Lie algebra with respect to the commutator
2.3.
Ideals. An ideal of an n-Lie algebra is a normal subalgebra. It is easily seen that a K-submodule I of an n-Lie algebra L is an ideal if and only if rI, L, . . . , Ls Ď I.
2.4.
Right multiplication, adjoint action. Given a generator x " x 1 b¨¨¨bx n´1 of L bpn´1q , the right multiplication and the adjoint action (also called left multiplication) by x are maps R x " Rpx 1 , . . . , x n´1 q and ad x " adpx 1 , . . . , x n´1 q : L Ñ L respectively defined by Rpx 1 , . . . , x n´1 qpaq " ra, x 1 , . . . , x n´1 s and adpx 1 , . . . , x n´1 qpbq " rx 1 , . . . , x n´1 , bs for a, b P L. Clearly, ad x " p´1q n´1 R x , and due to identity (‹) both maps are derivations. They are called inner derivations of L and generate an ideal InnDerpLq of DerpLq. We will use the same notations ad x and R x for the extensions (by derivation) of these maps to the entire tensor algebra T pLq. (That is to say,
2.6. Simple n-Lie algebras. Given an ideal I, we write I 1 " rI, L, . . . , Ls for the K-submodule spanned by the elements R x piq where i P I and x P L bpn´1q . It is easy to see that I
1 is an ideal of L. If L 1 ‰ 0 (so that it is non-abelian, i.e., it doesn't come equipped with the zero bracket) and L does not admit any non-trivial ideals then L is called a simple n-Lie algebra.
We now recall from [11] an important example of an pn`1q-dimensional n-Lie algebra which is an analogue of the three-dimensional Lie algebra with the cross product as multiplication.
Example 2.7. Let K be a field and V n an pn`1q-dimensional K-vector space with a basis te 1 , . . . , e n`1 u. Then V n , equipped with the skew-symmetric n-ary multiplication induced by re 1 , . . . , e i´1 , e i`1 , . . . , e n`1 s " p´1q
is an n-Lie algebra.
This algebra is a simple n-Lie algebra. Conversely, as shown in [16] , over an algebraically closed field K all simple n-Lie algebras are isomorphic to V n .
2.8. Leibniz and Lie algebras associated to an n-Lie algebra. Given an n-Lie algebra L, we introduce the operations
Note that˝is skew-symmetric. Furthermore, the operations coincide if and only if ad x pyq "´ad y pxq, i.e., when r´,´s is skew-symmetric. These two products have the following property relating them to the adjoint action.
Proposition 2.9. For any x, y P L bpn´1q the equality rad x , ad y s " ad rx,ys " ad x˝y holds.
Proof. Let x " x 2 b¨¨¨b x n , y " y 2 b¨¨¨b y n and x 1 P L. Then from identity (‹) we deduce
which is equivalent to
where z " ad y pxq. By symmetry, rad y , ad x s "´ad w , where w " ad x pyq. Since InnDerpLq is a Lie algebra we obtain rad x , ad y s " ad w " ad rx,ys and rad x , ad y s "
The following result is due to Daletskii and Takhtajan [9] .
´s is a Leibniz algebra.
This algebra is called the basic Leibniz algebra associated to an n-Lie algebra L. We denote it by BLb b n´1 pLq. Following [9] let us write K n´1 " Spantx P L bpn´1q | ad x " 0u for the kernel of the adjoint action. We recall the following result from [9] . This Lie algebra was introduced in [8] and called the basic Lie algebra of the given n-Lie algebra L.
Algebras associated to an n-Lie algebra
Given an n-Lie algebra L over the complex numbers C, in the article [5] the authors consider the algebra pΛ n´1 L,˝q. In Proposition 1 of [5] , this producti s claimed to satisfy the Jacobi identity. However, this cannot be correct, as we may see in the following example of a 3-Lie algebra, which is a member of the class of so-called filiform 3-Lie algebras given in [13] . For the sake of simplicity let us denote Jpa, b, cq " a˝pb˝cq`c˝pa˝bq`b˝pc˝aq.
Then Jpx 1^x4 , x 1^x2 , x 3^x2 q "´1 4 x 4^x5 ‰ 0.
In order to determine when the algebra pΛ n´1 L,˝q defined in [5] is actually a Lie algebra, let us have a look at the terms of Jacobi identity. [18] , for n " 3 it also seems to be necessary. Indeed, while considering a more general question, in that work a similar product appears. Now given a free skew-symmetric ternary algebra pF, r´,´,´sq, the authors of [18] consider F^F equipped with the product x¨y " ad y pxq´ad x pyq "´2px˝yq. Observe that pF^F,¨q is a Lie algebra if and only if pF^F,˝q is a Lie algebra.
Remark 3.5. It is claimed in [18, Theorem 3.1] that if I is a non-zero minimal ideal of F such that quotient F {I^F {I is a Lie algebra then
However, this result cannot be correct. Indeed, consider the central extension F " Cz ' V 3 of the simple 3-Lie algebra V 3 over C from Example 2.7. We have I " xrad x , ad y spaq | a P F , x, y P F^F y Ď V 3 so that I " V 3 because V 3 is simple. Set a " e 2^e4 , b " e 1^e2 , c " e 1^z and observe that ad c " 0, rad a , ad b spe 1 q " e 4 , which yields Jpa, b, cq " z^e 4 ‰ 0. Hence pF^F,¨q is not a Lie algebra. However, by [4, Corollary 1.2.4], pV 3^V3 ,˝q is indeed a Lie algebra (isomorphic to so 4 ). As a consequence, ZpF q " Cz is another minimal ideal with the property that the quotient algebra is a Lie algebra.
It follows that the condition of Corollary 3.3 is sufficient, but not necessary. A precise characterisation seems hard to find, but we have the following partial result. Proposition 3.6. Let K be a field and let L be a 3-Lie algebra over K such that InnDerpLq is not abelian. If dim ZpLq ě 2 then pΛ n´1 L,˝q is not a Lie algebra.
Proof. By assumption there are some x, y P L^L with rad x , ad y s " ad rx,ys ‰ 0.
Pick an element z 1 P ZpLq and, if possible, take z 2 P L such that ad rx,ys pz 2 q R Spantz 1 u. In other words, z 1^a d rx,ys pz 2 q ‰ 0. Putting z " z 1^z2 yields ad z pLq " 0 and ad ry,zs pxq`ad rz,xs pyq " 0. However, rad x , ad y spzq " z 1^a d rx,ys pz 2 q ‰ 0 and thus the Jacobi identity does not hold. If such a z 2 does not exist, then let us assume that ad rx,ys pLq " Spantz 1 u. In this case, pick z 3 P ZpLq linearly independent from z 1 . Choose a z 4 P L such that ad rx,ys pz 4 q " z 1 and consider z " z 3^z4 . Obviously, z ‰ 0 and´4 Jpx, y, zq " z 3^z1 which is not zero.
In the remaining cases it is not clear whether pΛ n´1 L,˝q is a Lie algebra or not.
The basic Leibniz algebra BLb
Λ n´1 pLq. It is hard to endow Λ n´1 L with a Lie algebra structure but it inherits a Leibniz algebra structure from the basic Leibniz algebra of [9] . Consider the subspace
Proof. First, note that for any w P W n´1 and v P L bpn´1q we have rw, vs " ad w pvq " 0, so that W n´1 Ď K n´1 . For w " x 1 b¨¨¨b x n´1 P W n´1 , where x i " x j for some 1 ď i ă j ď n´1 and v P L bpn´1q we have [10] , given an n-Lie algebra L, the vector space Λ n´1 L is equipped with a product rx, ys " R x pyq " p´1q n´1 ad x pyq. This algebra coincides with BLb Proof. Due to Proposition 2.9 and the n-Lie structure of L, the map
is a well-defined surjective Leibniz algebra homomorphism of BLb Λ n´1 pLq onto InnDerpLq. Now if the kernel of this map is zero, which means ad x ‰ 0 for all x ‰ 0, then this map is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.11. Consider the simple n-Lie algebra V n over C of Example 2.7. It is easily seen that K n´1 " W n´1 , so we have an isomorphism
Moreover, by skew-symmetry of the bracket we have x˝y " rx, ys and therefore pΛ n´1 L,˝q is the same Lie algebra InnDerpV n q. A different construction of the simple n-Lie algebra is given in [5] and it is proven [4, Corollary 1.2.4] that its basic Lie algebra happens to be so n`1 . Hence, the algebras constructed in [10] and [5] for V n coincide with the basic Lie algebra [9] 
We may conclude that, although the constructions of the papers [10] and [5] do not work in general, their results stay valid for the simple n-Lie algebra case. In [10] the finite-dimensional, irreducible representation of the simple n-Lie algebra is studied and in [5] irreducible highest weight representations of the same algebra are studied.
4. The associated algebra construction 4.1. The category of modules over an n-Lie algebra. Following [6] , given an n-Lie algebra L over K, we say that the category of L-modules or n-Lie modules over L is L-Mod K " Abpn-Lie K Ó Lq, the category of abelian group objects in the comma category pn-Lie K Ó Lq.
This definition may be unpacked as follows: an L-module is a K-module M with a structure of n-Lie algebra on M ' L such that L is a subalgebra of M ' L, M is an ideal of M ' L, and the bracket is zero if two elements are in M . A homomorphism of L-modules f : M Ñ M 1 is determined by an n-Lie algebra homomorphism from M ' L to M 1 ' L which restricts to the identity on L. In the particular case of n " 2 we recover the notion of a Lie representation.
This may be further decompressed as follows. An L-module is a K-module M with a linear map r´, . . . ,´s : pΛ n´1 Lq b M Ñ M satisfying the relations " x 1 , . . . , x n´1 , ry 1 , . . . , y n´1 , ms ‰´"
. . , y n´1 , ms and " rx 1 , . . . , x n s, y 2 , . . . , y n´1 , m ‰ "
for all x i , y i P L and m P M .
Example 4.2. The base ring K is an L-module via the trivial action.
4.3.
The associated algebra functor. For any n-Lie algebra L, the category L-Mod K is an abelian variety of algebras. It is well-known that this makes it equivalent to the category of modules over the endomorphism algebra of the free L-module on one generator [12, page 106] . This process determines a functor U : n-Lie K Ñ Alg K from the category of n-Lie algebras to the category of associative unital K-algebras such that L-Mod K is equivalent to the category Mod UpLq of "standard" modules over the associative algebra UpLq. The following proposition gives an explicit algebraic description of the functor U. 
Note that when n " 2 we obtain the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. From the point of view of Proposition 4.4, the equivalence of categories L-Mod K » Mod UpLq may be recovered by using that the L-module bracket rx 1 , . . . , x n´1 , ms defines a UpLq-module action px 1^¨¨¨^xn´1 qm and vice versa.
Example 4.5. Let L m be the free n-Lie algebra on m " 1, . . . , n´2 generators. (An explicit description of the free n-Lie algebra can be found in [19] ). Then UpL m q " K, since the pn´1qst exterior product is zero.
Assume m " n´1. Then all brackets are zero and the relations of the associated algebra vanish straightforward. Hence UpL m q is KrXs, the commutative polynomial ring over K with one generator.
If m ě n, we can forget the elements with brackets by the second relation in Proposition 4.4. Thus we see that
In the case of m " n this relation vanishes. Therefore UpL n q -KxX 1 , . . . , X n y, the non-commutative polynomial ring over K in n variables.
If m ą n then UpL n q is the non-commutative polynomial ring on`m n˘e lements quotient by the two-sided ideal generated by the above relation.
Example 4.6. Let L be an abelian n-Lie algebra with n generators. Then UpLqKrX 1 , . . . , X n´1 s since the first identity of the associated algebra makes it abelian, while the second one vanishes.
When n " 2 the functor U is universal in the sense that it has a right adjoint. Let us explain why this is not possible for general n.
Lemma 4.7. Consider n ą 2. If F : n-Lie K Ñ Alg K preserves binary sums, then there is an n-Lie algebra L for which F pLq is not Morita equivalent to UpLq.
Proof. Recall that if two rings (or, in particular, K-algebras) are Morita equivalent, then their centres are isomorphic.
Let L 1 be the free n-Lie algebra generated by one element. The coproduct of n´1 copies of L 1 is the free n-Lie algebra on n´1 generators, denoted by L n´1 . Its associated algebra UpL n´1 q is KrXs as in Example 4.5, whose centre is itself. Now KrXs cannot be Morita equivalent to F pL 1`¨¨¨`L1 q -F pL 1 q`¨¨¨`F pL 1 q: the latter algebra being a coproduct, its centre cannot be bigger than K, so is strictly smaller than KrXs. Proof. If n " 2 this result is well known. Consider the case when n ą 2; assume that there is an adjoint pair F % G as required. Then, on the one hand, F preserves binary sums, while on the other hand, we have an equivalence of categories L-Mod K » Mod F pLq » Mod UpLq for any n-Lie algebra L. This is in contradiction with Lemma 4.7.
This theorem shows that for n ą 2 there is no way we can obtain a functor F : n-Lie K Ñ Alg K satisfying both requirements (U1) and (U2) of the introduction: to have an equivalence of categories between L-Mod K and Mod F pLq for all L and to have a right adjoint for the functor F . In particular, it is shown that UpLq does not satisfy (U2). Of course there may still exist other functors F such that all F pLq are Morita equivalent to UpLq. Remark 4.9. If K " C and L " V n , then UpLq coincides with the construction of the universal enveloping algebra given in [10] and [5] . Moreover, for any n-Lie algebra L such that BLb Λ n´1 pLq is also a Lie algebra, UpLq is isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra given in [10] . However, if pΛ n´1 L,˝q is a Lie algebra, then UpLq might be different from the universal enveloping algebra of [5] .
(Co)Homology theory and the associated algebra
Let L be an n-Lie algebra and M an L-module. Let M L " tm P M | rx 1 , . . . , x n´1 , ms " 0 for all x i P Lu be the invariant submodule of M , and let M L " M {LM be the coinvariant submodule. As in Lie algebras, we can obtain (co)homology theories deriving the invariants and coinvariants functors. There is an immediate relation between this (co)homology theory and the associated algebra. Let ε : UpLq Ñ K be the K-algebra homomorphism sending the inclusion of Λ n´1 L to zero. Its kernel, ΩpLq, is called the augmentation ideal. Therefore, ΩpLq has a UpLq-module structure. Proof. As in the Lie algebra case (see [21] ), we just have to check that the underlying functors are the same.
